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First and foremost - Not all Hairdressers are closed so no grey ponytail! Unfortunately beauticians are still
a no-no.
Needless to say there is very little to report since the last Newsletter, though it seems that things are
starting to improve so hopefully we can start to resume a more normal existence soon.

For those of you who don’t know, poor Ria suffered a fall and has broken her arm
which has left her quite incapacitated. I spoke with her today
and she said that Hans is doing a great job with the cooking
and housework though I’m sure he couldn’t compete with Ria
as far as baking goes. Ria and Hans have also welcomed their 14th great-grandchild into
the family.

Lois would like to thank the Bridge Club Easter Bunny for making some members very happy
with beautifully sewn items personally delivered on Easter Sunday.

I would love any Members to forward any happy or funny stories to go in our Newsletter otherwise it will
just be members birthday wishes.
FROM PRESIDENT ANN
Hi Everybody,
I hope you are all coping well with the enforced isolation, and keeping busy. Pam and I are playing
StepBridge on line, and we really enjoy it. At least it prevents our bridge brains from rusting up completely.
I feel it will still be quite some time before we can all meet together again for our regular bridge sessions.
Firstly the Commercial Club has to reopen, and then we have to be allowed to sit around the bridge tables,
which means closer than 1.5 meters distance.
My house is sparkling, and my garden is weed free. My cupboards have all been sorted out and cleaned,
and I am walking regularly. But I really miss my Keep Fit activities, and especially all my friends at Bridge. I
look forward to seeing you all as soon as the isolation rules are lifted. Until then look after yourselves, stay
safe and healthy.
Ann
President

RICHARDS BRIDGE HANDS
Many thanks Richard for going to the trouble to give our
members something to think about and try to solve. Hope
you continue with this for us, Richard.
The document accompanying this Newsletter contains the explanations and
the results. Congratulations to the clever ones.

BIRTHDAYS
Bill Spears and Liz Blair both celebrate birthdays on the 3 rd, Jenny Stevens on the 12th, Linda Parsisson on
the 21st, Wendy Paton on the 22nd, Pat Adams on the 23rd and Judy Grigg on the 25th. Hopefully you will all
get to celebrate in some fashion and we extend our congratulations and best wishes to you all.

